
 
  
COOKIE POLICY FOR THE COOPERNICUS WEBSITBE (hereinafter: the "Website")  
 

I. Information about cookies.  
 

1. The Website uses cookies, on web pages related to the functioning of Website.  
2. Cookies files (so-called "cookies") are IT data, in particular text files, which are stored in 
the Website User's end device and are intended for use on the websites, including saving 
certain settings and data by the User's browser for exchange with our system. Cookies 
usually contain the name of the website from which they come, the time of their storage 
on the end device and a unique number. Acceptance of cookies is a prerequisite for using 
our websites. However, if you block the use of cookies, Website will only function with 
limited functionality. By storing these cookies, we can tailor our websites and our offerings 
to your preferences. This makes it easier for you to use the Website, for example by storing 
certain user data so that you do not have to enter it each time.  
3. The entity placing cookies on the Website User's end device and accessing them is the 
Website Operator, i.e. Our Future Foundation with its registered office in Gdynia (81-512), 
at ul. Inżynierska 4, having Tax Identification Number (NIP) 5862352018, Business 
Identification Number (REGON) 385158300, entered in the register of associations, other 
social and professional organizations, foundations, and independent public health care 
facilities of the National Court Register under number 0000819607, whose registration 
files are located in the District Court Gdańsk-Północ in Gdańsk, 8th Commercial Division 
of the National Court Register, e-mail address: biuro@off.org.pl.  
4. Cookies are used for the following purposes: 
 a. creating statistics which help to understand how users of the Website use the websites, 
which makes it possible to improve their structure and content;  
b. maintaining a session of the Website User (after logging in), thanks to which the User 
does not have to re-enter the login and password on each subpage of the Website;  
c. profiling you in order to show you tailored content on advertising networks, in particular 
the Google network.  
5. The Website uses two main types of cookies: "session" (session cookies) and 
"permanent" (persistent cookies). Session cookies are temporary files that are stored in the 
final device of the User until logging out, leaving the website or switching off software (web 
browser). "Permanent" cookies are stored in the User's end device for the time specified in 
the parameters of cookies or until they are deleted by the User. Permanent cookies (storage 
period from 1 month to 10 years) are stored on the hard drive of the User's computer and 
are automatically deleted after a certain period of time. These cookies are used to make 
our offer even more effective, safer and more user-friendly. These cookies make it possible 
to present you with information that is tailored to your interests. The sole purpose of 
cookies is to adapt our offer to your expectations in the best possible way and thus make 
it easier for you to navigate our website. There are also "analytical" cookies which collect 
information about the use of a given site, such as pages visited by a given user and any 
error messages; they do not collect information allowing to identify a user and the collected 
data is aggregated in such a way that it becomes anonymous. Analytical cookies are used 
to improve how a website works. Cookies can also be files 'functional'. 'Functional' cookies 
allow a website to remember any choices you make on pages (such as changing font size, 
customising a page) and enable services such as adding comments to someone's blog.  
6. By default, the software used for web browsing allows placing "cookies" on your end 
device. These settings can be changed in such a way as to block the automatic handling of 



cookies in the settings of the web browser or inform on their sending to the user's device 
each time. Detailed information on the possibility and methods of using cookies is available 
in the software (web browser) settings. Restricting the use of cookies may affect some of 
the functionalities available on the Website.  
7. Cookies placed in the Website User's end device and used can also be used by advertisers 
and partners cooperating with the Website Operator, e.g. in order to display personalised 
advertising.  
8. Only pseudonymised data is stored in the cookies used by the Administrator. When a 
cookie is activated, it is assigned an identification number without assigning the user's 
personal data to this identification number. The user's name, IP address or similar user data 
that enables a cookie to be directly assigned to a user is not saved in the cookie. Using the 
cookie technology, we only obtain pseudonymous information, for example, which pages 
of our shop you have visited, which products you have viewed, etc.  
9. The Website Operator may use the services of Google Analytics. According to the 
specified functionalities of Goolge Analitycs, cookies and the data contained therein may 
also be used for marketing purposes and the data contained therein may also be used for 
profiling. The operator of the Google Analytics Website is Google Inc., 1600 Amphitheatre 
Pkwy, Mountain View, CA 94043-1351 with its registered office in the USA. The user may 
refuse to consent to the collection of data relating to the use of information collected by 
Google Analytics, and to the processing of such data by Google, and may prevent such 
actions. In order to do so, download the browser add-on available here: 
tools.google.com/dlpage/gaoptout, and then install it.  
10. Cookies may be used by advertising networks, in particular the Google network, to 
display advertisements tailored to your use of the Website. To this end, they may store 
information about the user's navigation path or the time spent on a particular page.  
 

II. Cookie management  
 

1. There are settings in your browser that allow you to accept the storing of cookies only if 
you have given your consent. In this way, you can block the storing of cookies in the future. 
In order to accept the Administrator approved cookies, but at the same time block the use 
of third party cookies, you must select the "Block third party cookies" option in your 
browser settings. As a rule, you can find information on how to reject new and deactivate 
stored cookies in the menu bar of your browser via the help function  
2. If you do not wish to receive cookies, you can change your browser settings. We warn 
that disabling cookies necessary for authentication processes, security, maintenance of 
user preferences may hinder, and in extreme cases may make it impossible to use the 
websites.  
3. To manage your cookie settings, please change them in your browser settings.  
4. The browser settings concerning cookies are important from the point of view of consent 
to the use of cookies by the Website - in accordance with the regulations, such consent 
may also be expressed through the browser settings.  
5. Detailed information on how to change the settings for cookies and how to delete them 
yourself in the most popular web browsers is available in the help section of your web 
browser, e.g:  
- in Chrome browser  
- in Firefox  
- in the Microsoft Edge browser  
- in Opera browser  
- in the Safari browser 


